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ABSTRACT
We describe our participation in the TREC 2017 OpenSearch Track,

where we explored graph-based approaches for document represen-

tation and retrieval. We tackled the problem as an entity-oriented

search task over the SSOAR site (Social Science Open Access Repos-

itory), using the title and the abstract as a text block and the re-

maining metadata as a knowledge block. Our main goal for this

edition was to compare the graph-of-word, a text-only represen-

tation, with the graph-of-entity, a combined data representation

that we are working on. The proposal is that, by combining text

and knowledge through a unified representation, we will be able to

unlock novel weighting strategies capable of harnessing all avail-

able information and ultimately improving retrieval effectiveness.

Unfortunately, due to a technical problem with the OpenSearch

track infrastructure, we were unable to obtain feedback for the real

round during August 2017. As an alternative, we were offered the

opportunity to participate in a third extraordinary round, happen-

ing during October 2017, as well as available feedback from the

period between the two official rounds, at the end of July 2017. We

obtained an outcome of 0.375 for the graph-of-word and 0.167 for

the graph-of-entity, based on only 29 impressions with clicks, out

of a total of 4,683 impressions. According to this small number of

clicked impressions, both models performed below the site’s native

search, with graph-of-entity performing below graph-of-word.

1 INTRODUCTION
Search has evolved from keyword-based approaches, as inspired by

the back-of-the-book index, to entity-oriented approaches, where

semantics has taken a central role. In entity-oriented search, natural

language understanding — of queries and documents —, as well as

the usage of structured data from knowledge bases, have become

two fundamental tools to improve performance. This means that

the better a user’s information need is identified through query

understanding and the better the information within a document

is understood, the more likely the query will be matched with

relevant documents or entities mentioned in those documents. This

frequently results in improved retrieval effectiveness and, therefore,

increased user satisfaction.

In the last few years, there has been work in graph-based ap-

proaches for information retrieval [2, 7], and also a growing need

for unified models [3, 4, 8, 9]. While many solutions focus on the

integration of signals obtained from text represented in an inverted

index with signals obtained from external knowledge bases like

Wikipedia [1], there have been few attempts at modeling text and

knowledge in an unified manner, as a single data structure.
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In this experiment, we build on the idea of the graph-of-word [7]

to propose a novel graph-based model that combines text and

knowledge within a single representation. The graph-of-word is a

document-based graph [2] where terms are represented by nodes,

providing directed links to the following n = 3 terms, as a way

of capturing context. The graph-of-entity also captures the links

between terms, still accounting for term dependence, but also the

links between entities, similarly to an RDF
1
graph and, perhaps

more importantly, it also captures the links between terms and

entities, in an attempt to connect unstructured and structured data.

On one side, the model is capable of representing the properties

of terms in a text document, as well as the properties of entities

and relations in a knowledge base. On the other side, it provides

a way to cross reference all available information, independently

of the source, as well as an opportunity to define a common set of

operators that simultaneously work for text corpora and knowledge

bases.

2 DATASET AND API INTERACTION
The dataset was provided to participants through the Living Labs

API
2
in JSON format. In particular, an array of documents could be

accessed through a GET request to /api/v2/participant/docs.
Each document contained a site_id (i.e., “ssoar” for the 2017 occur-

rence), a doc_id, a creation_time, a title, and a content object. The
content object contained relevant metadata about the document, in-

cluding the abstract and other fields like subject or type. We divided

all available metadata into a text block (title and abstract), and a

knowledge block (author, language, issued, publisher, type, subject
and description).

We also obtained the train and test queries from /api/v2/par-
ticipant/query, generating rankings for each query based on our

implementation of the graph-of-word and graph-of-entity (both de-

tailed in the next section). Finally, we added any missing documents

to the end of the results list, based on the provided rankings for

each query, available at /api/v2/participant/doclist/(qid).
The doclist rankings corresponded to candidate documents, pro-

vided by the site, that could be used for instance for reranking

and should be a part of the submitted runs — our approach did not,

however, take advantage of this information. We submitted and acti-

vated three runs, one during the trial round (goe_trec2017 ) and two

1
The Resource Description Framework (RDF), is a metadata datamodel for representing

information in the web. More details can be found at https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/

REC-rdf11-concepts-20140225/. RDF is frequently used to represent knowledge bases

such as DBpedia (the structured version of Wikipedia) defining triples of subject,

predicate and object, that can be seen as a graph.

2
Living Labs is an open source framework for the evaluation of information retrieval

systems based on an interleaving approachwhere the participant’s results are combined

with the results provided by the site. Living Labs is available at https://bitbucket.org/

living-labs/ll-api.

https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/REC-rdf11-concepts-20140225/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/REC-rdf11-concepts-20140225/
https://bitbucket.org/living-labs/ll-api
https://bitbucket.org/living-labs/ll-api
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during the real round (gow_trec2017-real_round and goe_trec2017-
real_round). Run submission was done through a PUT request per

query to /api/v2/participant/run/(qid).

3 REPRESENTATION AND RETRIEVAL
In our experimental workbench, we implemented the graph-based

models using a graph database per index (Neo4j
3
) and the ranking

functions using the Gremlin DSL
4
. The goal of this work was to

propose a graph-based representation for combined data (text and

knowledge), while using the graph-of-word as a text-only baseline.

Figure 1 illustrates the graph-of-word and graph-of-entity models,

described in the following sections, based on the first sentence

of the Wikipedia article for “Semantic Search” (i.e., our example

collection consists of only one document with a single sentence):

Semantic search seeks to improve search
accuracy by understanding the searcher’s
intent and the contextual meaning of terms
as they appear in the searchable dataspace,
whether on the Web or within a closed system,
to generate more relevant results.

3.1 Graph-of-word
Representation. The graph-of-word [7] is a document-based graph [2],

where each node represents a term and each edge links to the fol-

lowing terms within a window of size n. The graph is unweighted,

but directed, defying the term independence assumption of the

bag-of-words approach. Figure 1a shows a graph-of-word instance

for the first sentence of the Wikipedia article on “Semantic Search”,

using a window size of n = 3. The graph-of-word is thus able to

capture the context of each term within a particular document.

Retrieval. In the original graph-of-word implementation, the

termweight (TW)metric was precomputed based on the indegree of

each term node and stored in the inverted index to be used in place

of the term frequency (TF). In our implementation, however, this

was done in real time by filtering over the union of all document-

based graphs and selecting a given subgraph based on a doc_id
attribute stored in the edge. This is a less efficient solution, but

it simplified the process of exploring and developing the novel

graph-of-entity model, based on the graph-of-word, by defining a

common representation framework. Additionally, the focus of our

experiment was retrieval effectiveness; we were not particularly

concerned with index efficiency.

Equation 1 shows the ranking function used for retrieval over

the graph-of-word.

TW -IDF (t ,d) = tw(t ,d)
1 − b + b × |d |

avdl

× loд
N + 1

d f (t) (1)

The formula was derived from the TF-IDF approach as defined by

Lv and Zhai [5], replacing the t f (t ,d) function by the tw(t ,d) given
by the term node indegree on the graph-of-word for document d .
For example, in Figure 1a, we assume the query [ web search
system ] and find that the largest term weight, tw(t ,d) = 3, was

3
https://neo4j.com/

4
Apache Gremlin is a domain-specific language for graph querying. More information

at https://tinkerpop.apache.org/gremlin.html.

assigned to “search”, while “web” and “system” were tied in second

place with tw(t ,d) = 2. The parameter b was fixed at 0.003, since,

according to the authors [7], it consistently produced good results

across various collections, with |d | representing the length of docu-

ment d , avdl the average length of all documents in the corpus, N
the number of documents in the corpus, and d f (t) the document

frequency of term t in the corpus. In our implementation, both |d |
and avdl were approximated by the number of edges within the

respective document-based graph, since we did all computations

directly based on the graph.

3.2 Graph-of-entity
Representation. The graph-of-entity is a collection-based graph [2],

where nodes can represent either terms or entities and edges can

be of three types: term→term, entity→entity and term→entity.

While the graph-of-entity was inspired by the graph-of-word, it

only captures term sequence instead of term context in term→term

relations, that is, the window size is always one
5
. Additionally,

we also encode entity→entity relations in the graph as a way of

representing knowledge associated with the document (e.g., ob-

tained from an information extraction pipeline applied to the text,

or simply consisting of Wikipedia concepts linked in some manner).

Finally, term→entity relations are established based on a substring

matching approach. The goal for the first version of this model

was to keep it simple (e.g., refraining from using similarity edges),

but highly connected (i.e., using weak, but abundant connections),

while modeling knowledge and capturing text properties and the

relations between text and knowledge.

Retrieval. We rank entities in the graph-of-entity based on the

entity weight (EW) for an entity e and a query q. A set of seed nodes

Sq are derived from query q, based on the links between query term

nodes and entity nodes; when there are no entity nodes linked to a

query term node, then the term node becomes its own seed node.

This step provides a representation of the query in the graph, that

will be used as the main input for the ranking function.

Next, we present a formal definition for EW (e,q), based on three

main score components: coverage c(e, Sq ), confidence weight ws
for a seed node s , and the average weighted inverse length of the

path between a seed node s and an entity node e to rank.

Let us assume a graph-of-entity represented by an attributed

labeled multigraph Ge = (V ,E), similar to the one depicted in Fig-

ure 1b, and a set of operations overGe to obtain a ranking of entity

nodes with a doc_id attribute.

Let q be a query represented by a sequence of term nodes qn and

let e be an entity node that we want to rank (i.e., it has a doc_id
attribute).

Let Sq be the set of seed nodes derived from query q. For each
node qn in the graph that represents a term in query q, we obtain
the set of seed entity nodes Sqn that are adjacent to term node

qn . Whenever qn has no entity node neighbors, Sqn = {qn }. The
set Sq of all seed nodes derived from query q is then given by

Sq =
⋃
qn Sqn . This means that Sq will contain all entity nodes

adjacent to query term nodes, as well as query term nodes that are

not adjacent to any entity node (i.e., they represent themselves).

5
As a side note, while outside of the scope of this work, this decision has a particularly

high impact in reducing the number of edges and thus the necessary storage space.

https://neo4j.com/
https://tinkerpop.apache.org/gremlin.html
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(a) Graph-of-word (document-based graph; text-only). Nodes repre-
sent terms. Query term nodes are identified by a thicker border.

(b) Graph-of-entity (collection-based graph; text+knowledge).
Smaller (pink) nodes represent terms, while larger (green) nodes represent

entities. A seed node for the given query is displayed in white. Query term

nodes are identified by a thicker border.

Figure 1: Graph-based representations for the first sentence of the “Semantic Search” Wikipedia article.

For example, in Figure 1b, given query q = q1,q2,q3 the seed nodes
are given by Sq = {e1, e2, e3,q3}, where:

Vertex Name Source

Entities

e1 Search engine technology q2
e2 Semantic search q2
e3 World Wide Web q1

Terms

q1 web –

q2 search –

q3 system q3

Let pes be a path between an entity node e and a seed node

s , as defined by a sequence of vertices e,v1, · · · ,v(ϵ−1), s in the

undirected version ofGe . Let Pes be the set of all paths pes between
e and s . Assume the function ϵ(puv ) as the length of a given path

puv between verticesu andv , representing the number of traversed

edges
6
.

Equation 2 can be read as the ratio between the number of paths

linking entity node e and seed nodes s and the total number of seed

nodes Sq . That is, the coverage represents the fraction of reachable

seed nodes from a given entity.

6
In practice, we also defined a maximum distance threshold to compute the length of a

path between two nodes. That is, no paths above the given threshold were considered.

For this particular experiment, we used a maximum distance of one, which is an

extremely conservative value.

c(e, Sq ) =
|{s ∈ Sq |∃pes ∈ Pes }|

|Sq |
(2)

Let ets be the edge incident to both a term node t and a seed node
s . Equation 3 can be read as the confidence weight of seed node s . It
represents the confidence that a seed node is a good representative

of the query term it was derived from.

ws =


|{ets ∈ E(Ge )|∀t∃q(t = qn )|}

|{ets ∈ E(Ge )}|
if s is an entity node

1.0 otherwise

(3)

Finally, Equation 4 shows the ranking function for a given entity

e and query q.

EW (e,q) = c(e, Sq ) ×
1

|Sq |
∑
s ∈Sq

©« 1

|Pes |
∑

pes ∈Pes
ws

1

ϵ(pes )
ª®¬ (4)

The query is only used to obtain the seed nodes Sq that best rep-

resent q in the graph. This is analogous to a query entity linking

step. The remaining steps are quite straightforward. We obtain the

average weighted inverse length of the path between each seed

node s and each entity e . Assuming that the seed nodes are good

representatives of the query in the graph, the closer an entity is

from all seed nodes, the more relevant it is — closeness is measured

by the inverse length of the path. Given there is a degree of un-

certainty associated with the selection of seed nodes, we scale this

value based on the confidence weight of the seed node — an entity

close to a high confidence seed node is more relevant than an entity
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close to a low confidence seed node, but an entity further apart

from a high confidence seed node might be on par, or even more

relevant.

4 EVALUATION
The evaluation in TREC OpenSearch differs from classical TREC

evaluation based on test collections. For this track, participants are

provided with a Living Labs API, where they can register for a set

of available sites. The API then provides documents to index and

queries to generate rankings. Provided queries correspond to the

most frequently issued within the site, thus increasing the chance

they will appear again in the future. As one of the provided queries

is issued by the site, a participant is selected and the results for par-

ticipant and site are interleaved using Team Draft Interleaving [6].

Evaluation is then carried based on the clickthrough rate and, for

the assessment, we account for the fraction of wins of the partici-

pant over the site. In the 2017 edition, only the Social Science Open

Access Repository (SSOAR) was available as a site, providing 39,492

documents to index, along with 1,165 queries (676 train queries

and 489 test queries). Our goal was to compare the graph-of-word

with the graph-of-entity, based on the fraction of wins either model

obtained against the site’s results. While the evaluation was carried

individually for each model and compared with the site’s search

model, using a different set of queries, this provides initial feedback

as to whether the graph-of-entity is comparable or performs better

than the graph-of-word — the hypothesis is that by including struc-

tured data and providing a combined data representation approach

the results will improve.

4.1 Technical Issue
Unfortunately, there was a technical problem with the load balancer

on the side of the OpenSearch track infrastructure that resulted in

our team receiving no feedback for the real round, during August

2017. The criterion for a given run from any participant to be se-

lected is based on the lowest number of impressions it has received

so far. A rather unpredictable issue with the priority strategy of

the load balancer led to our runs never being selected. This hap-

pened for two main reasons: (i) the early activation of our run in

July 17, 2017, which by itself would have posed no issues; and (ii)
the fact that the SSOAR site was kept active throughout the two

rounds, even when no round was scheduled to run. The combina-

tion of these two events resulted in a total of 4,000 impressions

for our runs, during July 2017, that were never surpassed by any

other participant during August 2017, possibly due to lower traffic

during the summer. Since the runs from every other participant

were continuously lower in number of impressions, our runs were

never selected to be displayed and thus received no feedback during

August 2017.

The organization of TREC 2017 OpenSearch Track acknowledged

and detailed this issue and provided two options: (i) sharing the

feedback from the end of July 2017, which is not available directly

via the API, since there was no official round happening at the time;

and (ii) run an extraordinary round during October 2017. While

either option cannot be considered comparable with the approaches

from other participants, our main focus was on comparing the two

models we propose, making them both valuable.

Impressions without clicks
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Figure 2: Result size distribution per run (bin width = 10).

Table 1: Outcome for the two graph-based models, during
the dead period of July 17–31, 2017.

Run Impressions Outcome Wins Losses Ties
Total Clicked

gow 2,342 16 0.375 6 10 0

goe 2,341 13 0.167 2 10 1

4.2 Feedback for July 17–31 2017
Feedback collected between July 17, 2017 and July 31, 2017 cor-

responds to what we call a dead period, as no official round was

scheduled to run at that time. This is not usually supplied to partic-

ipants, however, given the technical issue described in Section 4.1,

such data was provided to us as a JSON dump.

Figure 2 shows the average number of results per query, as

provided to the users, based on the feedback for the dead period.

Analyzed results were automatically generated by the Living Labs

system from the interleaving of documents provided by the partici-

pant and the site. We distinguish between each run with different

colors and separately analyze impressions with and without clicks.

As we can see, the number of results varies between 0 and 100 and

there is a significantly lower number of impressions with clicks. We

also find that lists of results with less than 10 documents were never

clicked, which might be an indicator of a poor precision at 10 for

both models. Overall, the graph-of-word retrieves a slightly larger

number of documents when compared to the graph-of-entity.

Figure 3 shows the rank distribution for clicked results. As we

can see, most of the clicked results were at the top of the ranks and,

overall, the graph-of-word achieved a higher number of clicks for

the top ranks than the graph-of-entity.
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Figure 3: Rank distribution per run (bin width = 5).

Table 1 shows the outcome for the gow_trec2017-real_round,
where we tested the graph-of-word (gow), and the goe_trec2017-
real_round, where we tested the graph-of-entity (goe), based on

feedback for the dead period. This enabled us to evaluate the two

graph-based models, by comparing each of them, individually, with

the existing model used by SSOAR. This comparison was based

on the outcome given by the fraction of wins for the participant

(not including ties). For an outcome of 0.5, the two retrieval models

would be equivalent, while for a value higher than 0.5, the partic-

ipant’s model would be better than the site’s model. The results

were not particularly encouraging, with both graph-based models

achieving an outcome under 0.5 — 6 wins versus 10 losses for the

graph-of-word and 2 wins versus 10 losses for the graph-of-entity.

While there were over 2,300 impressions for each run, only a small

fraction of about 15 impressions contained clicked results (∼ 0.5%).

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully participated in TREC 2017 OpenSearch Track,

despite some technical issues with the Living Labs framework (that

have since been corrected by the development team). We imple-

mented a document-based graph (graph-of-word) and a collection-

based graph (graph-of-entity) using a common approach supported

on a graph database. The graph-of-entity is a novel graph-based

model for representation and retrieval that we proposed and de-

scribed in detail. This model is able to represent combined data (text

and knowledge), while capturing the properties of text through

the sequences of terms, the properties of knowledge through the

relations between entities, and the relationships between terms and

entities through the occurrence of terms within entity names. We

were able to assess the twomodels, but only based on feedback from

a period between the trial round and the real round, because of the

technical issue. Despite the lack of strong evidence, according to

our evaluation data, both models underperformed SSOAR’s native

search and, when comparing the models amongst themselves, we

found no evidence of graph-of-entity performing better than the

graph-of-word.

5.1 Future Work
There is a lot of work ahead, in particular regarding the development

of the graph-of-entity as a representation model. We would like

to experiment with different types of edges, linking the same two

types of nodes (terms and entities). Our goal is to build a graph-

based model that is able to be extended with novel links without

the requirement to change the ranking function to accompany the

semantics of the included links. We also aim at building a model

that supports different tasks beyond entity ranking, in order to

prove its generality.

Regarding the graph-of-word, we would like to correctly com-

pute the document length and average document length based on

the actual number of words in a document, changing our represen-

tation of the model (supported on a graph database) to include that

information and providing a more accurate comparison.

Additionally, we expect to analyze the feedback from the extra-

ordinary round of October 2017, in order to verify whether the

performance of the graph-based models is actually below the native

search for the SSOAR site and, moreover, whether the graph-of-

entity in fact underperforms the graph-of-word. If this happens, it

might indicate that modeling term context might be a fundamental

step of graph-based indexing solutions. Finally, there is external

evidence that the graph-of-word can outperform BM25, which leads

us to believe that either 29 impressions with clicks is not enough

to assess the effectiveness of the models, or that the dataset is not

ideal to index with this type of strategy. In that case, we might want

to investigate whether there is a particular type of collection that

benefits from graph-based over inverted file based strategies.
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